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Any business in the world today needs a lot of external support for the growth and success of the
business. There are numerous latest cutting edge technologies in the world which have been going
hand to hand with various businesses. One of the most innovative technologies in this line up is the
Location Base technology in the markets, which helps the host company to stay updated and keeps
the customers updated about their orders and location of the vehicle. All this is possible with the
various ground breaking features and products such as Vehicle and Mobile assets GPS Tracking
Device, Job Dispatch Scheduling & Mobile Workforce Management service and Wireless Video
System and surveillance, with the help of many companies in Asia like Cool Asia.

Like already mentioned, one of the best companies in this industry in Asia; Cool Asia has been
providing with the software solutions to its client companies in various fields being supported by
pioneering software that provide location details of vehicle fleets, mobile assets and people work-
force in real-time on the internet. The details are about these products required by the user
companies offer deeper insights, as to how their company assets are being managed on daily basis.
Through better understanding, organization can optimize strategies to accomplish numerous
business objectives. Thus this company can help you achieve higher returns at lower costs through
its best business solutions and software like Dispatch Software and many more such products for
various companies across Singapore and rest of East Asia.

One of the most eminent and worldâ€™s simplest software products of Cool Asia â€“ Dispatch Software is
so easy to use for a common layman that one may not need any formal instruction or training for it
at all. Thus you can simply create jobs, drag and paste them to your preferred date/time. So after
publishing they and your workers on the field will receive these jobs on their phones in an
instantaneous reaction time. Hence you can receive updates on your company workers, their
locations, their work status, pending jobs, all in real-time. Cool Asia fleet manager has been
providing an easy-to-use stage for companies to monitor both their vehicle fleetsâ€™ location and
deliveries temperature through GPS Tracking Device. Both F&B and cold-truck leasing businesses
can improve their fleet efficiency of you company. This company has been taking care of world class
companies everyday with its Job Dispatch scheduling and other softwares for many years with great
success.
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